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Content Warning



Offensive Language 

Sexual References 

Intolerance 

Pseudo-science and/or science denialism 

Australian politics
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@fewerror
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@MagicRealismBot



@icetsvu



@midsomerplots



https://github.com/matthewberryman/midsomerplots

  var murdered_person = [
    "A local bee keeper",
    "A socially-inept Twitter bot developer",
    "A visiting Toby Jug provenance evaluator",
    "The town's cantankerous children's party planner",
    "A local archaeologist",
    "A chilled out yoga instructor",
    "A seditious Marxist",
    "A digital content person",
    "A retired American woman",
    "A lonely librarian",
    "An underappreciated archivist",
    ...



https://github.com/matthewberryman/midsomerplots

  var cause_of_death = [
    "entombed in a statue",
    "bowl'd to death with turnips",
    ...
    "destroyed by a deathwatch beetle (Xestobium rufovillosum)",
    "dead at a medieval pulpit that's carved from a single oak”,
    ...
    "quite armless erected as the Venus de Milo",
    "dead in the miniature village",
    "gently extracted by a cold press juicer",
    ...
    "murdered at the suggestion of a singing elevator voice",
    "imprisoned in a vast wicker figure with goats and burned alive”,
    ...



https://github.com/matthewberryman/midsomerplots

  var village_group = [ ... ];
  var angry_at = [ ... ];
  var threatened = [ ... ];



https://github.com/matthewberryman/midsomerplots

  var rands = [
    Math.floor ( mt.random() * murdered_person.length ),
    Math.floor ( mt.random() * cause_of_death.length ),
    Math.floor ( mt.random() * village_group.length ),
    Math.floor ( mt.random() * angry_at.length ),
    Math.floor ( mt.random() * threatened.length )
  ];

  return murdered_person[rands[0]] + " is found " +
    cause_of_death[rands[1]] +". Suspicion falls on the village “ +
    village_group[rands[2]] + ", angry that " + angry_at[rands[3]] +
    " might threaten " + threatened[rands[4]] + “.";



Cheap Bots Done Quick
https://cheapbotsdonequick.com



{
"sentence": [

     "#color.capitalize# #animal.s# are #often# #mood#.",
     "#animal.a.capitalize# is #often# #mood#, unless it is #color.a# one."
   ],
   "often": ["rarely","never","often","almost always”,"always","sometimes"],
   "color": ["orange","blue","white","black","grey","purple","indigo",
             "turquoise"],
   "animal": ["unicorn","raven","sparrow","scorpion","coyote","eagle","owl",
              "lizard","zebra","duck","kitten"],
   "mood": ["vexed","indignant","impassioned","wistful","astute",
            "courteous"],
   "natureNoun": ["ocean","mountain","forest","cloud","river","tree","sky",
                  "earth","void","desert"]
}

http://tracery.io
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Habeas Corpus



https://apps.twitter.com



https://apps.twitter.com



https://apps.twitter.com



https://apps.twitter.com



https://apps.twitter.com



import twitter

api = twitter.Api(consumer_key=CONSUMER_KEY,
                  consumer_secret=CONSUMER_SECRET,
                  access_token_key=ACCESS_TOKEN,
                  access_token_secret=ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET,
                  tweet_mode='extended')

max_id = None
for x in range(17):
    statuses = api.GetUserTimeline(screen_name=user, count=200,
                                   max_id=max_id, include_rts=False)

    if not statuses:
        break

    max_id = statuses[-1].id - 1

    # Do something with statuses



import twitter

api = twitter.Api(consumer_key=CONSUMER_KEY,
                  consumer_secret=CONSUMER_SECRET,
                  access_token_key=ACCESS_TOKEN,
                  access_token_secret=ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET)

api.PostUpdate(tweet)



https://developers.facebook.com/tools/explorer/



import requests

url = 'https://graph.facebook.com/v2.11/%s/posts' % PAGE_NAME

while url:
    r = requests.get(url, params={
        'access_token': FACEBOOK_ACCESS_TOKEN,
        'fields': 'id,created_time,message',
    })

    data = r.json()

    # Do something with data

    url = data['paging'].get('next', None)



Remove extraneous content



Keep timestamps for topicality



Play with your content mix



Modelling

Generation

🎷

😹

💩
💾

💾



State – some number of  words or tokens 

Look-up table for each state containing weighted possibilities for the 
next word 

The next selected word becomes part of  the state, the oldest word or 
token in the state is removed 

Repeat until desired end state is reached



BEGIN BEGIN
I

We
They



BEGIN BEGIN I
am

will
seem



BEGIN BEGIN I am Groot
ecstatic

tired



BEGIN BEGIN I am Groot END



I am Groot
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Rings & Responsibility



markovify
https://github.com/jsvine/markovify



import markovify

SOURCES = [
    'austen-corpus.txt',
    'tolkien-corpus.txt',
]

for source in SOURCES:
    model_name = source.replace('.txt', '.json')

    with open(source) as data:
        model = markovify.Text(data.read())

    with open(model_name, 'w') as json:
        json.write(model.to_json())



import markovify

CORPUSES = [
    'austen-corpus.json',
    'tolkien-corpus.json',
]

models = []

for filename in CORPUSES:
    with open(filename) as data:
        models.append(markovify.Text.from_json(data.read()))

model = markovify.combine(models)

for i in range(5):
    print(model.make_sentence())



Its long, damp passages, its narrow way between pine-clad walls; and as 
they came back painfully to wakefulness.

I would choose to answer.”

He evidently tried to get it out of my having never yet imagined opened 
out before him, Mr and Mrs Clay found him all alone for the bit of a 
French privateer was at the broken peaks and high enough above the wind 
had been found in the shadow.

They proceeded in her conduct, and removes all the landings held now by 
the approach to coarseness, however, or any particular compliment to you 
very soon.

“Sir Thomas,” said Edmund, “and one of my own voice speaking from the 
world.



import markovify

SOURCES = [
    'austen-corpus.txt',
    'tolkien-corpus.txt',
]

for source in SOURCES:
    model_name = source.replace('.txt', '.json')

    with open(source) as data:
        model = markovify.Text(data.read(), state_size=3)

    with open(model_name, 'w') as model_file:
        model_file.write(model.to_json())



“Undoubtedly,” replied Darcy, to whom this was chiefly addressed, 
replied, “I believe I have, but this is the One, and they became 
Ringwraiths, shadows under his great Shadow, his most terrible servants.

The commendation bestowed on him by Mrs. Dashwood, and he found in it a 
source of immovable disgust.

She had been satisfied to hear and satisfy his inquiries after their 
mother were respectful and attentive.

Crawford called the next day, in spite of her being amongst them by her 
niece; and being so soon to leave Mansfield, and on this being evident, 
she was so fond of it, it seemed to him that anybody could live in 
Devonshire, without living near Dawlish.

“And I am changed also; for I am sure he is in love.



Part-of-Speech tagging



import markovify
import nltk

class POSifiedText(markovify.Text):
    def word_split(self, sentence):
        words = re.split(self.word_split_pattern, sentence)
        words = ["::".join(tag) for tag in nltk.pos_tag(words)]
        return words

    def word_join(self, words):
        sentence = " ".join(word.split("::")[0] for word in words)
        return sentence



import markovify

from posifiedtext import POSifiedText

SOURCES = [
    'austen-corpus.txt',
    'tolkien-corpus.txt',
]

for source in SOURCES:
    model_name = source.replace('.txt', '.json')

    with open(source) as data:
        model = POSifiedText(data.read(), state_size=3)

    with open(model_name, 'w') as model_file:
        model_file.write(model.to_json())



import posifiedtext

CORPUSES = [
    'austen-corpus.json',
    'tolkien-corpus.json',
]

models = []

for filename in CORPUSES:
    with open(filename) as data:
        models.append(posifiedtext.POSifiedText.from_json(data.read()))

model = markovify.combine(models)

for i in range(5):
    print(model.make_sentence())



“I am so glad.—Quite out of Mordor, and more diffused intimacies little 
groups were formed, and her mother and sisters, never seems to me in 
these darksome holes surely?

Miss Bennet will receive every possible vice, going on a recovery in her 
at that moment with his strangely sharpened hearing Sam could go there 
himself.



Mr. Darcy smiled; but no attitude could give her ease, she hurried away, 
leaving the hobbits where they lay. 

There are many evil and unfriendly things in the country you see the 
house in the neighbourhood, and the regard which his social powers had 
gained him in the twilight.

There's been a strange customer asking for Mr. Baggins would be let 
through.

If now and again it lifted its head slowly, turning it right back on its 
long neck was ever turning this way and that; and Frodo knew with 
certainty and horror that among the many crossing paths, although left 
to themselves they would soon grow more alike.

He had no reason to suppose he will make an offer to Lizzy, and she will 
force you to do justice to himself; but when his eyes beheld the 
Mountain and set out, thinking no more of her than her house would hold.
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$ python main.py —data corpus --epochs 6 --tied
| epoch   1 |   200/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 2020.79 | loss  8.18 | ppl  3559.39
| epoch   1 |   400/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 1987.56 | loss  7.03 | ppl  1135.43
| epoch   1 |   600/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 1969.26 | loss  6.57 | ppl   716.19
| epoch   1 |   800/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 1995.88 | loss  6.33 | ppl   559.07
| epoch   1 |  1000/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 1985.88 | loss  6.18 | ppl   484.82
| epoch   1 |  1200/ 1219 batches | lr 20.00 | ms/batch 1964.92 | loss  6.07 | ppl   434.61
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| end of epoch   1 | time: 2652.19s | valid loss  5.94 | valid ppl   379.68
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[…]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| end of epoch   6 | time: 2630.23s | valid loss  5.41 | valid ppl   224.03
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
$



$ python generate.py --data corpus --checkpoint model-base.pt
| Generated 0/1000 words
| Generated 100/1000 words
| Generated 200/1000 words
| Generated 300/1000 words
| Generated 400/1000 words
| Generated 500/1000 words
| Generated 600/1000 words
| Generated 700/1000 words
| Generated 800/1000 words
| Generated 900/1000 words
$



And the one evening the letter now itself is beyond first many months 
since an gollum has wished, that there is some charm and spirit which 
will be absolutely searches in
your stable.”

said Strider too prosings

“And I pretend, for there ended the same part, of sleep it, of regard at 
the uneasiness of Harriet’s feelings.

But with his hope the flood had served the Man that Hasufel was come!

I will take my Gollum, what is at ’Give me but an old quarters.

Anne could probably have waited on what had passed, when the first stage 
beyond the discovery, was praise, their satisfaction undetermined, 
Elinor was the Bombadil: made judiciously over the day of her family, 
remarkably sluggish and proposition, on the subject with



Timings

State Size 2, no PoS 9s
State Size 3, no PoS 10s

State Size 2, PoS (nltk) 68s
State Size 3, PoS (nltk) 66s

State Size 2, PoS (spacy) 610s
State Size 3, PoS (spacy) 850s

PyTorch, laptop 16300s (~4.5hrs)
PyTorch, p3.2xlarge 790s



Part-of-speech tagging, redux



He was really obliged to dine at the party on Frodo's face on a strong 
hill to admiring himself, and he soon turned aside.

Frodo was soon astonished to understand that Mr. Knightley had 
discovered his good, and his eye had been monasteries.

How Lady Legolas wondered that this land was wounded.





Have Fun



Cheap Bots Done Quick



markovify



benno@jeamland.net @jeamland

https://github.com/jsvine/markovify
https://cheapbotsdonequick.com

mailto:benno@jeamland.net

